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This article makes permissible
reproduction of “works … such as
works of architecture or sculpture … located permanently in
public places” optional. Efforts to
make this freedom mandatory in
all member countries failed in July. So did efforts to eliminate any
freedom of panorama for commercial photography. The increasing popularity of drone photography will undoubtedly resurrect
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A reconsideration of reproduction rights of copyrighted activities through the “freedom of
panorama” is long overdue. But
consideration of the scope of such
freedom should be expanded beyond architecture to include consideration of other copyright protectable activities occurring within public areas.
If a drone flew over Millennium
Park with permission, filming The
Bean, a student from the Art Institute creating a charcoal drawing of the scene before her, a local
musician holding an impromptu
concert and a pickup volleyball
game, the present scope of the
freedom of panorama would only
address the filming of The Bean.
Drones permit the capture of
an entire performance, often unobserved, and with fidelity of
sound that currently rivals the
best recording studios. Internationally performer’s rights are
generally limited to those who deliver … interpret, or otherwise
perform literary or artistic works
or expressions of folklore.” The
musician would be covered. The
pickup volleyball game would not.
Arguably, so long as the video
does not focus on the protected
drawing or record the musician’s
entire performance, any reproduction should qualify as a fair
use. But like all things in the
changing world of copyright and
drone photography, without clearer, and more consistent guidelines, the legal force of demands
to “stop filming” or “take down
that video” will continue to depend on where you are.
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